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Why Insight for Surface?
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your 
organization run smarter. Our strong supply chain optimization and workplace solutions combined with our data center 
transformation expertise and modernized applications keep business running, 
foster flexible work environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.

 • 1,200+ consultants across 20 countries
 • 15 Gold and Silver Microsoft competencies
 • Top 1% of all Microsoft partners
 • 2018 U.S. Surface Fastest Growing Reseller Award
 • 2018 U.S. Surface Hub Top Reseller Award

The Surface advantage
Microsoft Surface® devices, available from Insight, include the power of a laptop and the mobility of a tablet, all in one. 
Equipped with Windows® 10, Surface devices provide the battery life, flexibility, security and mobility needed for businesses 
to access critical information and reports in real time. Plus, the Surface Pen makes it easy to capture notes and sign 
documents for faster processing.

Insight + Microsoft Surface 
Manage today. Transform 
the future. Together

Insight and Microsoft Surface

Surface Go

With a 10-inch display, a weight of 
1.15 pounds and full-featured desktop 
software, Surface Go is the newest 
— and smallest — addition to the 
Surface family.

Surface Book 2

With the Surface Book 2, you gain a 
versatile laptop, powerful tablet and 
portable studio — all in one. Turn the 
screen around and re-attach it for the 
perfect canvas.

Surface Studio 2

Let your ideas flow with brilliant color, 
blazing graphics, faster processors, 
intuitive tools and a stunning, 
adjustable 28” display.

Surface Headphones

Surround yourself with adjustable, 
active noise cancellation, on-ear touch 
controls and rich, clear acoustics.

Surface Pro 6

Get productive your way, all day, with 
the new Surface Pro 6 — now faster 
than ever with the latest 8th Gen 
Intel® Core processor.

Surface Laptop 2

Sleek and light, with improved 
speed and performance, the Surface 
Laptop 2 will make every day more 
productive.

Surface Hub 2

Bring teams together for more 
engaging and productive meetings 
with this interactive digital whiteboard 
— and provide new ways to generate 
ideas for your team
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Office 365® Instantly access email, calendar, messaging, analytics, security and compliance capabilities for a 
more efficient workspace.

Windows® 10 Enterprise Enable greater flexibility with enterprise-grade Advanced Threat Protection, Advanced Security 
Management and more.

Enterprise Mobility + Security Get identity-driven information protection for users, devices, apps and data to enable secure 
collaboration on premises and in the cloud.

Equip your team to work anytime, anywhere.

With each Microsoft Surface auto-provisioned to download Microsoft 365™ plans from the cloud, you can take your 
productivity to new heights. All applications and policies automatically install within 15 minutes after 
users log in, including:

Built-in security

Device protection Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) secure boot, Windows Trusted Boot

Threat resistance Windows Defender, Device Guard, SmartScreen

Identity protection Windows Hello, Credential Guard

Information protection
Windows Information Protection (WIP), BitLocker, data loss prevention policies, Azure® Information 
Protection (AIP) 

Post-breach detection, 
investigation & response Windows Defender Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

Proactive insights

Windows Analytics Upgrade Readiness Verify applications, drivers and more prior to Windows upgrade deployment.

Windows Analytics Update Compliance Gain visibility into the progress of updates and easily identify devices having 
update issues.

Windows Analytics Device Health Proactively detect and remediate issues impacting end users.

Easy deployment and management

Microsoft Intune® Provide identity, security and device management directly in the cloud.

Windows AutoPilot Take a user self-service approach to provision and deploy devices — without the need to create and 
test operating system images.

Insight Managed Services We’ll handle the initial setup, full service desk support and technical assistance for 
end-user computing. 

Always up-to-date

Semiannual, aligned update model for Office 365 ProPlus and Windows 10

Each build of Windows 10* and Office 365 ProPlus supported by Microsoft for a period of 18 months

Deployment-rings approach to deliver new updates

*Microsoft has added 6-month support extension to some builds of Windows 10.


